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        UFO IS THE CONTROL EQUIPMENT 

 OF THE PLANET’S MIND 

 
Attempts can be made to fly to Earth, but they 

cannot succeed – any biostructure when trying to 

approach the Solar System will be detected and 

destroyed by the Native Control System of the Earth. 

This is the secret of those who live at the expense of an 

unknown problem. 

 

 

To begin with, everyone knows about the existence of UFOs. Some have 

seen them, some even “flew” in them, because whatever is written and said, 

IS NOT SUPPOSED to cause fear, much less - stress. All of this is 

collected in a pseudoscience called Ufology. And the flights to outer 

space at the present stage can be compared with the diminishing of the 

chalk as it writes on the blackboard – the chalk disappears after a certain 

number of letters. NO ONE FLIES IN SPACE IN SUCH A WAY. And 

they do not fly in space as shown in all kinds of films around the world and 

described in novels by those who are called science fiction writers, whose 

books and scripts are used to make these sort of films, but then, what do 

ufologists, contactees and researchers of this phenomenon “observe”? 

 

The Planet’s Mind Control Equipment 

 

 Our Universe, the world around us, the Earth itself are the Systems 

that are created and controlled by nature itself in line  with its 

laws, or artificially - by the Mind, which has reached an 

appropriate level of development. And so that these systems, which 

are parts of the supersystem, could work synchronously in a single rhythm, 

THEY HAD TO BE synchronized with the beat specified by the 

controlling object - a Control System. There is no other way. Well, except 

perhaps, by God. 

 

Our planet and the Earth’s Control System (Pic. 1), which is located below 

the Earth’s surface, were created billions of years ago and include not only 
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Control Complexes on Earth, but also on planets, planetary satellites and 

the Sun. The Control System is a complex hierarchical system located at an 

average depth of h = - 4,400 meters (from sea level). 

There are also the Control System and the Earth Control Complexes there, 

as well as Control Systems, Energy Booster Objects, Retransmitting 

stations (devices), End Terminals, and OBJECTS (UFOs). All the Earth 

Control Systems, as already noted, are synchronized according to the cycle 

set by the Sun, taking into account the movement of the Moon. 

 

All this is interconnected not only among itself, but also with the Sun, the 

Moon, and the satellites of the planets. The Control System WILL NEVER 

ALLOW foreign starships to arrive from other planetary systems without 

destroying itself. 

 

The Earth’s Control System (Pic. 1) 

 

 

In addition, the movement of any biological structures in space, 

including humans, is impossible – once they reach an altitude 
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of more than 430 km, they will, in a short time, become a pile of 

dust. Each person’s basic Brain (matrix) permanently communicates with 

the Control System, and is stored in the archive of the Control System; at 

each clock interval (1.008 sec), the Brain is monitored and the  information 

is recorded. 

The Control System uses 7 types of time, one of which (60 * 60 * 24) is 

the clock interval of the atmosphere’s lower level. 

To transfer information, the Control System uses a musical series, and 

the spine resonant contours are information receivers. 

The musical series for controlling the Human Brain are DO RE MI 

FA SOL LA SI NA, code LA LA LA (666) – callsigns for a specific 

Brain genotype 4XX plus the code from the magic square. 

The Earth is governed by Complexes. The Main Complex, or the 

Earth’s Control System, is located in Chekhov, near Moscow (see pic. 1). In 

Moscow, there is the Main Object (UFO), called the "carriage of kings", its 

conventional type is 960. 

The escort of this carriage consists of 12 UFOs located in Moscow and 

the Moscow Region. Conventional type is 440 (it possesses laser 

weapons). 

The complexes are divided into: 

- the governing, for example, the Complex in Australia makes 

Programmatic changes of the Earth’s surface. 

- the controlling, for example, Kailas (Tibet) - controls the state of 

the biostructures’ Brain. 

- the supporting, for example, Alps Complex - supports the 

genotypes created after 0 year. 

-  the "Computer Center", Ireland. 

The so-called “computers” that are located there will work on Earth no 

earlier than in year of 2400. 

- communication, this Complex is in Ethiopia, communicates with 

the satellites of the planets. 
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- weather, for example, the Complex in Antarctica, located next to 

Mir station, provides a winter – summer shift. 

All in all there are 48 Complexes on Earth. Seven Main Complexes 

operate in a daily cycle (each –for 1 day.) Therefore, there are 7 days in a 

week. The rest operate when they are needed. 

The Complexes controlling the OBJECTS (UFOs) work separately - 

rising and landing. There are two of them - the first one is located off 

the coast of Chile and controls all sea-based OBJECTS; the second one is 

located in the United States - not far from Chicago, about 200 km 

North-East of New York, and controls all the other objects, creating 

EXIT CHANNELS and working conditions, as well as the Great Lakes 

Control Complex, 200 km North-West of New York. These Complexes 

coordinate and monitor the state of all 7,909 mainland and sea-based 

OBJECTS (UFOs). 

Their functions: upon request of the Main System, carries out the 

rising and landing of objects (UFOs). Under the upper layer of the Earth, 

there are 3,672 mainland objects (UFOs), and 4,237 are sea-

based UFOs. 

All complexes have inertial and non-inertial masses. 

Modern science 

does not even 

suspect the 

existence of a 

NON-INERTIAL 

MASS (the 

structure of octaves 

higher than 64, 

united by octave 

96), although ball lightnings and their effect have been known for a long 

time. The entire control is carried out only through non-inertial 

structures. 

THE OBJECTS (UFOs) 

 

All over the world people interpret these objects as UFOs. It should 

be noted that it is the OBJECTS (a total of 980 types) that are assigned 

a special function for directly controlling individuals of a particular 
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brain genotype, the so-called “Golden Billion”. UFOs of Earth origin are 

the equipment for monitoring the state of the environment (a type of 

weather balloon). UFO’s  rising from underground to the surface 

takes about 12 days, they 

monitor the operation of 

structures on the planet, the 

state of the planet (NOOSPHERE), 

as well as the delivery of necessary 

resources to control structures. Thus, 

NO ONE  FLIES TO THE EARTH 

AND NO ONE IS ABLE TO 

ARRIVE. 

 

 

All that was observed before 2005-10-08-00-14 were the balloons 

lifting from the landing benchmarks (depth - 4100 - 4800 m) for the 

purpose of control. A new system with more than 3,000 objects (including  

planetary satellites, the Moon and the Sun) “arrived” about 18,000 years 

ago and has existed on Earth since that time. 

 

UFOs do not fly long distances on their own (to other galaxies), they 

are transported inside a closed system (for example, the Moon). UFO 

movement does not depend on  “weather” conditions. Total number of 

objects (UFOs) on Earth (in the System of Cubic Structures) is 3,264. The 

number of types is 128. 

Each type is designed to solve 

specific problems. Only objects 

that are not included in the cubic 

energy structure of the 

atmosphere suffer accidents. The 

Complex of the objects 

control is located in the 

Great Lakes region, 

northwest of New York. Some types of objects have LASER 

WEAPONS, 32 of them are guided by robots, and 2 types are guided by 

biostructures. 

The main role in controlling the UFO system is played by the so-called 

“computer”.      
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The unit cell of a UFO computer is the “star of 

DAVID”. When a charge is applied in any 

number system (3, 6, 12, 8), the star converts it 

into an 8-octal code. 

Let me remind you that the command systems 

for biostructures, UFOs, and Control Systems 

work in various number systems. Without a 

command, not a single UFO will move. All initial messages until 2007 were 

transmitted only in English, after Easter 2007 - ONLY IN RUSSIAN. 

The period of work is determined by the Time Control System (South 

Wales, England). 

 

The interconnection of objects is carried out by a communication system. 

The antenna circuit (around the UFO) is able to communicate within the 

limits of the grid with fuel for movement. The UFO computer is used. 

 

UFOs moving from beneath the Earth's 

surface have a ball lightning structure that 

is transformed upon completion of the 

movement into a material structure in the 

atmosphere layer of materialization (8,800 -

12,400 meters: (for understanding and 

comparison - insect infestations, rains of fish-

rains of stones- rains of sand, materialization 

of Chebarkulsky meteorite, etc. – all this is a similar physics of the process), 

for all that –but traces remain - black spots on the Earth from the UFO 

exit channels, changes in the atmosphere (hurricanes), changes in the 

atmospheric grating density. As a rule, all UFOs have the property of 

transition to different optics. 

 

The last example of the 

formation of UFO exit channels is 

Hurricane Katrina (USA) – 8 exit 

channels for the objects with index - 

440 -1,548 - 1,346 - 6 (all 

destroyed). Sea-based UFOs do not 

have exit channels and can exist in 

the frequency range of the optics in 
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which they are observed. The formation of the channels is accompanied by 

some optical effects and the smell of sulfur. 

 

Any UFO in space moves in the structure 

of the created grid. This grid has nothing 

to do with the atmosphere. In general, as 

already emphasized, UFOs are 

transported by the objects of the Moon 

type (inside the Moon there is everything 

necessary for that). This is when moving 

into a distant Cosmos (the distance is 

greater than from Earth to the Moon). 

When moving for short distances, a 

channel is formed, in it, first of all, an 

environment is created in which objects will be located. Then, in the same 

channel, conditions are created for moving the object. A UFO does not fly 

twice into one point in space - there is no fuel there. What happens if 

anyone decides to visit Pluto in a modern spaceship? As it moves, high 

octaves will disperse (and these are the brain itself!), so when you reach 

Mars, you will have a Pithecanthropus brain, and at the end point - a pile of 

sand. All objects that move in space have a gravitational magneto-

electric (GME) generator (a kind of a booster generator in case of an 

accident) that supports the existence of the moving matrices at all 

frequencies. 

 

Approximately 66% of UFOs are automated, and play 

the role of control systems. UFOs with pilots are objects 

designed to fulfill certain tasks, for example, to 

DESTROY CIVILIZATION in northern Africa and 

create the Sahara desert (the depth of “plowing” and 

transformation into sand is up to 50 meters deep, 

and none of the scientists can intelligently explain why 

practically in all the deserts of the Earth the depth of the 

sand is 50 meters). The UFO pilots that are not intended 

to leave the UFO do not have systems such as a digestive tract, intestines, a 

reproductive system in their structure - when converting frequencies, the 

principle of minimal transformations was observed. For 12 days prior of  
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a UFO release into the atmosphere, all the necessary changes are made. 

You will never see a spider coming out of a UFO or something like that. If 

the contours of a human are 

visible under the spacesuit, this 

means only one thing - when 

landing, a human was 

captured, and no one needs 

his brain, but only the body. 

Into that body the brain of a 

UFO pilot is “inserted” and is 

sent into flight. 

 

 The only structure that moves alone or as a part of the group of 6 

UFOs are objects 346 (the control machines). When you hear that someone 

saw 9 UFOs, not 6, it reminds you of the optical effects of when there were 

3 Moons or 2 Suns that have been observed by people more than once. 

Other types of UFOs move only one at a time, but there is a whole UFO staff 

for their movement, which is not optically visible - these are support objects 

(a type of  escorts), refuellers, navigators, “catering” for spare structures, 

and so on. This optical effect is called a pack of UFOs. 

 

All frequencies directed as an 

action  function at the UFO are 

checked, and if some disparity is 

detected, all-round  protection is 

turned on or the object that tried 

to influence the UFO is 

eliminated, for example, a radar 

or military aircraft, which has 

happened more than once and 

especially in  the U.S. 

 

None of the frequencies that UFOs use COULD BE OBTAINED by 

modern technical means on Earth - they are all based on prime numbers in 

the range of 1018 - 1044. The frequency has the following properties: - in a 

12-decimal system, the ending = BBB, in a 6-decimal system the ending of 

the same number = 555, in a 3-digit number system the ending = 222. In 

addition, there is always an adjacent +2, for example, 17-19. –Base 
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frequency is turning the function on, and adjacent frequency is turning the 

function off. 

 

In addition to the above objects 

of various types, the sea-based 

objects (UFOs) of the 

conventional type 444 are 

specified. They have their own 

bases (16 bases in total). They 

are intended for the analysis of 

the marine environment. 

 

As mentioned earlier, sea-based UFOs DO NOT HAVE exit channels and 

can exist in the frequency range of the optics in which they are observed. 

When executing commands (movement), these UFOs use the energy 

reserve of octave 43.5 grating, which is also present in water. Each sea-

based UFO can take out up to 12% of the grating potentials, therefore their 

exit is limited. When “flying out” of water into the atmosphere, a channel is 

created from a set of frequencies along which the UFO moves with 

conversion to additional material structures. UFO indexes are 

conventional. There are photographs of UFO’s exit channels, but no 

chemical analysis of the atmosphere has been made. 

 

UFO Communication 

 

Communication consists of 

sound signals in 8-octal 

numerical system (8 tones, a 

music note NA is added). These 

signals can be recorded. The 

code table (8 x 8) changes every 

lunar month. If the message is 

transmitted in a fuel medium 

and meets all restrictions, it is 

perceived as a normal 

command. The text general analysis is performed on the base computer of 

the Ireland Control System, where the UFO Software Computing Center is 

located. Technical support for the information control  and transmission  
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was carried out through objects of type 400, over which ALL TEMPLES 

AND OTHER CULT STRUCTURES were intentionally built. 

 

Objects of type 440 have four types of  transformation of their 

state:  

1) the UFO rising and landing  

2) territory stripping (all existing deserts are traces of the former 

civilizations destruction) 

3) flying to the Moon and back 

4)  transporting "passengers"  

 

After the corresponding 

transformations, the UFO 

will disappear (optically it 

will no longer be visible). 

The object itself, like a 

plasmoid, will descend to a 

depth of 4350 m and will 

be in the structure of the 

energy-information grating 

(this is a real photo of the 

object - the Alps Control Complex). Upon the receiving of a command, the 

object rises to execute the command (including the use of laser weapons).  

Alps 1 and Alps 2 Complexes have their own objects of type 440, which 

differ from the objects of type 440 in the Ural, Caucasus, Kailash and 

other Complexes. 

 

Energy-information channels connect each object with the corresponding 

Complex, with the Main Control System, with the Main Object Control 

System, and with the Booster centers (such as Bermuda). 

Taking into consideration that all objects of type 440 are of the 

continental base, their transients are more complex than those of sea-based 

objects. 

 

 

The information on the objects’ computers comes from: 

- the Control System (12-decimal number system) 

- other objects (6-decimal number system) 
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- Biostructures of the brain genotype 42, 44 (3-digit number system) 

 

The object of type 440 exit 

channel  is a plasma 

channel, therefore the 

external circuit of the object 

at the exit or entrance has 

protection in a form of a 

plasmic indestructible ball ( 

see picture on the left). On 

completing the 

transmutation according to 

the program, the UFO object 

uses EMG generators (Electro-Magneto-Gravity) with its own reserve of 

the electric potential. 

 

The fuel for all types of objects (UFOs) is Liquid Tritium. The 

reserves of tritium are not infinite, and it is not created by nature. Tritium 

exists in a liquid state at the temperature below -253 degrees Celsius. To 

create tritium, there are special installations (the Complex’s generators) 

that produce tritium with its subsequent dissolution in water, and all 

objects (UFOs) are located near water reservoirs at the depth of 4,400 

meters where sufficient reserves of tritium are stored. 

All OBJECTS (UFO) are able to process water and extract tritium from it in 

the amount necessary to carry out the program. Tritium is necessary only 

for the UFOs movement within the Earth. Tritium exists only in non-

inertial mass (energy structure), and only in fresh water. 

 

Since 2012, the Unclaimed 

Objects (UFOs) of the 

interventionist Earth Control 

System have been blocked and 

“stuck” underground. If the 

Native ECS (Earth Control 

System), detects the object’s 

attempts to move in a non-

authorized manner, there follows 

a liquidation effect not on the 
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object itself, but on the exit channel created by the object. In this channel, 

which is created for rising or landing,  as the object rises, the soil is being 

transformed in sections from the state of physically dense octaves to higher 

octaves (i.e., the lack of  material environment - temporary 

dematerialization). It is such a process that allows an object to pass through 

the soil. The speculative consequences of such processes are observed as 

the disappearance of soil in vertical tunnels. It is precisely these 

phenomena that are the cause of mass land holes and funnels appearing 

around the world. It is difficult to calculate the true number of such holes, 

because in the US state of Missouri alone, over sixteen thousand 

holes have been discovered so far! 

 

It has been a long time since attention was drawn to the formation of 

mysterious crop circles, which were perceived by ufologists as a message to 

eartlings from aliens who arrived on Earth. But, as it turned out, all circles, 

including the crop ones, are created by the Objects (UFOs). 

 

 

 

All the UFOs on Earth are located at depths of -3300> h> -4400 

meters. 

Sea-based objects do not create circles. If the Object is located under your 

house, it will create a circle, but no one will notice it; however, your own 

state of mind can change dramatically in transition from coming in from 

the  outside to entering your home. The main part of the UFO is located 

exactly under the dwelling. The unexpected destruction of houses, the loss 

of the Internet or other communication troubles can also be associated with 
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the activation of UFOs, and this has nothing to do with space. All UFOs 

have laser weapons, which are also used for feedback from the Objects 

Control System through the atmosphere grating. 

 

Before creating a “crop drawing”, all the outsiders are removed from the 

“canvas”. This is achieved by turning on the low-frequency generator (the 

type that created the “Flying Dutchmen”). It is not necessary to drive out 

the outsiders from the entire radius. When information about the absence 

of strangers appears to the Object, the message is transmitted (12 minutes). 

Upon completing the transmission, a picture is formed that confirms the 

Object’s location. By such a picture you can identify: 

 

- Object type 

- Object coordinates on the map of the Object Control System 

- the exact message ("Chinese" symbols). 

 

"Chinese" symbols are images, not letters. There may be a whole word 

or even a sentence coded in one image (hieroglyph). A drawing is a system 

of “hieroglyphs,” and through the grating of the atmosphere this image is 

transmitted to the Control System. 

 

 

So, to summarize: 

 

1. UFOs (Objects) – these are energy constructs capable of materializing 

and dematerializing using the capabilities of the atmosphere energy 

gratings at the altitude of 8,800 – 12,400 meters above sea level. 

 

2. UFO –this is the equipment for accounting, transmission and control of 

all parameters necessary for the Earth Control System operation. 

 

3. UFOs are located in a static state at the depth of 4,400 meters. The main 

location is UNDER SETTLEMENTS. Before rising, the UFO creates a 

figurative message for the Control System, which we call "crop circles." 

 

4. Most UFOs are equipped with laser weapons that can turn 

everything into sand to a depth of 50 meters. All deserts are UFOs' 

work destroying of a highly developed civilizations which for 
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one reason or another could not be used as part of the 

interventionists programs to create specific Brain genotypes. 

 

5. The underground UFOs are in the form of a PLASMIC IN-

DESTRUCTABLE BALL. Rising to the surface takes place gradually over 

a period of 2 weeks. With its energy capabilities, the Object creates the exit 

channel by dematerializing the soil inside the channel 200-300 meters 

long, then the next 200 meters and so on, until it reaches the surface. 

 

6. UFOs HAVE NO POSSIBILITIES to travel between planetary 

systems. Large planets such as the Sun and the Moon can travel between 

galaxies, carrying a large number of UFOs inside themselves. 

 

7. The fuel for all types of objects (UFOs) is liquid Tritium. Tritium is 

necessary only for the UFOs movement within the Earth. All UFOs are 

located near water reservoirs, where at the depth of 4,400 meters, there are 

sufficient reserves of tritium. Tritium exists only in non-inertial 

mass (the energy structure), and only in fresh water. Here I want to note 

that a human brain cannot exist without tritium, which it receives from 

water! The expression "died of thirst..." does not correspond to reality. "The 

brain died due to the lack of tritium replenishment..." this statement is 

more accurate. 

8. NO ONE CAN FLY TO THE EARTH AND NO ONE IS ABLE TO 

ARRIVE. Any biostructure in any starship will be detected and destroyed 

by the Earth Control System as it approaches the Solar system. 

9. Some types of UFOs can be disassembled into parts, and then 

reassembled back into a single structure. 

10. There were 7,909 (980 types) of UFOs on Earth. 

11. Most UFOs of the Old Control System are blocked and their 

control systems are switched off. Currently, the Earth’s Native 

Control System uses plasmoids, which are controlled and can 

operate only after the Control System gives the command. Since 

2012, all that people see "flying" in the sky and relate to UFOs (out of habit 

and not knowing) are plasmoids used by the Control System for various 

purposes! 
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12. Moving in space by any biological structures, including humans, is 

impossible – once reaching an altitude above 430 km, they will become a 

pile of dust after a short while. 

 

Videos related to the subject: 

1. «Basic concepts of the planet Earth Control System» 

https://youtu.be/bPSxX6fGGtE 

2. «THE CONTROL COMPLEXES OF THE EARTH» 

https://youtu.be/SYQSOHS1YbY 

3. «Prophecies and forecasts» 

https://youtu.be/EprPInh9fMA 
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